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Exactly what we wanted for our younger aged children. Our needs were listened to by
the education officer who gave (in my opinion) just the right level and amount of
information to the kids. They were kept interested and engaged. Booking was easy via
both email and phone.
Kiwi House is a good place for a first school trip for young kids to learn how to behave
appropriately in public and especially with the birds which can be directly affected by
the actions of the public.
A knowledgeable lesson was presented with new ideas, concepts and 'catch phrases'
Tourist experience - recognition of impacts of tourism on a community
The organisation is like a finely polished stone. Each year, it gets better and with each
opportunity building on or bettering the next.
“Outstanding organisation, set up, resources and teaching. Thank you.”
Palmerston North Girls High
“An excellent service. Waitomo Education Service make it easy to plan a great trip for
students.”
Opotiki College
“The same format I have followed annually. Organisation and bookings through the
Waitomo Education Service always makes my life that much easier.
Presentation itself was spot on and informative.
Main focus of the trip is for the students – most of whom have not been to Waitomo – to
identify with ‘the place’ and experience its tourism.”
Stratford High
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“We have visited the museum several times and I am always impressed how the
resources are updated with new ICT/visuals each year.
The lecture is always tailored to ensure our specific learning intentions and they have
become more interactive for the children.”
Holy Cross School, Auckland

“A very informative, well organised and interesting presentation again.
The service you provide with bookings and organisation is great. Thank you again.”
Taupo-nui-a-Tia College
“The systems for booking and web site resources were easy to use and the response to
requests efficiently dealt with.”
Parnell School, Auckland

“A great experience for our kids – informative and fun learning environment. Great
instructors and guides who are obviously involved in working closely with kids.
Room 1 was very impressed with the day’s learning, activities and experiences.”
Blockhouse Bay Intermediate, Auckland

“Awesome camp experience. Loved it and so did the children. Hands on museum was
fabulous for ‘touchy’ ‘ feely’ kids to be interactive .”
Knighton Normal, Hamilton
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